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                                      DRONE RECORDS NEWsFLASH            ҉                            MAY  2024                        ҉     
 
Dear Droners, here's the 2nd update in 2024 !  
 
In this Newsflash you find again a geat collection of new releases from "bigger" names (ALVA NOTO, LUSTMORD, INADE, NEUBAUTEN, G.O., C93, IRISARRI, KALI MALONE; 
F. LOPEZ, etc.), re-issues, re-listings and special offers.. some of our personal picks include PETER WRIGHT & BRIAN GRAINGER, WHALESONG, new BRUME and 
ELLENDE CDs, MUSIC OF TRANSPARENT MEANS and IRM LPs, TUNNELS OF AH doCD, the STOLEN SYMPHONY doLP, but there's so much more to explore in this 
unlimited world of drones, sounds and noises - - you can find listening links in the internet, otherwise please ask (we can't list them here as of possible Spam 
 
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de, or use the order system on the website. Please always mention the PRICES with your order!  
 Full Stock List link at the bottom...         & best drones from...   BarAka[H]   
 

 

NR.  ARTIST / TITLE FORMAT LABEL & CAT-NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  

1 ALVA NOTO - HYbr:ID II do-LP Noton N-061-2 2023 

second part in the new HYBR:ID series with music for the dance theatre piece ECTOPIA, 
the soothing drones and electronic structures here are meant as exporations of Infinity, 
inspired by H. MINKOWSKI's four-dimensional spacetime theory... - *The ten 
compositions are accompanied by graphic notations informed by the album’s sonic and 
acoustic codes.* - gatefold cover incl. three large inlays 

€29,50 

2 ARS SONITUS - Transfuturism Manifesto  CD-BOX / object  Impulsy Stetoskopu 056 2023 

"Action Directe de la Conscience de Soi Transcendantale" - the project of ARTUR 
R.SZTUKALSKI, probably the first Polish composer of industrial music, starting in 1980, 
with a three track album based on tape decks, broken piano, metal objects, field recs, 
sampler and effects.... - the CD comes in a big, printed box (18 x 19cm) with huge 
manifesto-flag (80 x 120cm), lim. 100 copies - a true collector's item on the Polish label 
who also published the "ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INDUSTRIAL MUSIC" 

€18,00 

3 
AYERS, NIGEL / PBK / ALLAN ZANE - This 
Home stands on Ancient Bones 

CD 
VLZ Produkt 
VLZ00065CD 2023 

excellent ethno-ambient collab by the men behind WYRM + NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS, 
plus PHILIP B. KLINGLER! - *... our present world is built upon a history of all that has 
gone before. Compassion, contrition, repentance - all the layers of emotions that rise 
from the surface of the earth-mingle and drift through the emptiness, existing all around 
us. This powerful work captures and embodies these emotions, serving as both a 
requiem and a hymn to humanity across time-past, present and future.* - Japan import 

€14,00 

4 BAD SECTOR - Anthology (collectors ed.)  3 x LP Garsu Geimes GG005 2023 

collector's edition of the definite BAD SECTOR anniversary vinyl-anthology (23 tracks 
1997-2022), lots of rare material + unreleased tracks, 3 x colour vinyl (yellow marbled), 2 
x CD, A3 poster, and 20 page art booklet, comes in trifold gatefold sleeve on heavy vinyl, 
lim. 80 copies only !! 

€85,00 

5 BAKER JA LEHTISALO - Crocodile Tears CD 
Broken Spine Prod. 
BSP015 / Ektro Records 

2022 

the project of JUSSI LEHTISALO (member of Finnish Psych / Kraut cult band CIRCLE) 
and AIDAN BAKER who surprise with a genre crossing amalgam of psych rock, doom, 
shoegaze and 80's new wave / industrial, real songs with vocals and a true alternative 
PoP appeal.... - "five catchily anthemic songs channeling the perhaps unlikely pairing of 
GODLFLESH and JAN HAMMER, electronic pop and pretty melodies mixed with textural 
guitars and heavy metal riffs." 

€13,00 

6 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - We can be Everywhere do-CD FinalMuzik FM28 2023 

re-issue of the rare CDr from 2014, featuring three solo works and three collaborations 
(with DEISON, RETINA.IT , SVART 1) all,amongst his best dark industrial and tension 
ambience based material, for the re-issue one full new disc with material based on the 
original CDr has been created, which can be seen aa a seperate new entity, with doomy 
guitar walls and ritualistic timbres..  

€15,00 

7 BIOSPHERE - Inland Delta  do-LP 
Biophon Records 
BIO39LP 

2023 

the Norwegian ambient master has produced a new album full of well structured 
analogue synth tracks, performed partly on vintage analogue keyboards in improvisation 
mode... this has a very suspended and relaxed character, going up to the air and 
beyond.. ; comes ih gatefold sleeve with DL code 

€26,50 
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8 
BOKANOWSKI, MICHELE - Musiques de 
Concert 

4 x CD BOX Sonoris SNS-24 2023 

a great collection of "concert music" by the French electro-acoustic composer, with 
pieces from 1974 - 2020, most of them have been released on different formats before, 
two newer pieces are unreleased so far... - *In her music, often infused with a mysterious 
atmosphere, she uses evocative and poetic concrete sounds, with a mastery of looping 
and feedback techniques and with an art of cinematic editing.* - comes in sturdy 
cardboard box 

€37,00 

9 BRUME - La Violence du Neant CD EE Tapes - EE47 2023 

*Long existing project of famous French composer Christian Renou, operating between 
the boundaries of musique concrète, sound collage and industrial noise... Voice 
manipulations, percussive fireworks, unsettling atmospheres, eerie passages etc, it's all 
there and more. This could be Heaven or this could be Hell! * => an existential 69 min. 
trip in 11 parts, starting so smoothly, with wonderful sad melancholic parts, a cinematic 
tour de force that only BRUME can produce, lim. 200  

€13,00 

10 BURNING STAR CORE - Amelia  10"  
No-Fi Recordings 
NEU002 

2007 

" I Wanna Make A Supersonic Woman Of You" - limited 3-track 10" by the project of 
violonist C. SPENCER YEH, known from collaborations with YELLOW SWANS, 
PRURIENT or HOTOTOGISU, a "unique blend of musique concrète, ambient, drone, and 
psychedelic music".. - special offer, last chance!! - *3 Stücke mit sich überlagernden, 
minimalen Polydrones und bizarren, auf konkreterem Material basierenden 
Geräuschlandschaften... sehr eigen und schön..*  

€7,00 

11 
CABARET VOLTAIRE - The Original Sound Of 
Sheffield '78 / '82. Best Of 

CD Mute CABS 16CD 2002 
a collection of 14 tracks from the probably best period of the CABS, taken from various 
12"es, 7", and albums from their early "industrial" days.. - special priced now  €10,00 

12 
CHALK, ANDREW / JEAN-NOEL REBILLY - 
TSILLA 

CD An'Adrchives [An 41] 2023 

a homage to CECILE REIMS, a French writer and engraver (worked wth HANS 
BELLMER).. - "The music on Tsilla is similarly evocative, a tender weaving of emotional 
complexity carved with the hand-held and simple tools of artisans. Much like Reims, 
Rebilly and Chalk enact a similar transfiguration of base materials." [JON DALE] - lim. 
300 mini gatefold cover 

€15,00 

13 CHORE IA - Postscriptum  do-CD 
Zoharum - ZOHAR 301-2 / 
Antenna Non Grata - ANG 
CD31-32/2023 

2023 

the Polish cult label OBUH released cassettes of this project in the 90's, in the typical 
style for that time - instrumental ambience, sometimes weird and with psychedelic / avant 
rock influences, with spoken words or more expressiveness... - here are now 5 new dark 
tracks, plus material from two long deleted more wild OBUH cassettes - "This is a great 
slab of weird electronic drone that should find favour with fans of creepy atmospheric 
horror drones as well as fans of avant garde rock." [Musique Machine] 

€16,00 

14 
CIULLINI, DANIELE - Cosmetic for 
Mannequins 

CD Luce Sia 095 2023 

long active mail artist from Italy (once active with the TRAX label and as COP KILLERS 
with VITTORE BARONI), who became very active again lately.. "Manipulated field 
recordings, toy instruments, noises from radio, turntable, tape deck, automatic voices" - 
very versatile and masses of different sounds appearing...  

€12,00 

15 
COIL - Love's Secret Domain (colour in 
colour)  

LP 
Kontakt Audio - 
AKT04LPcol 2022 

collector's item, small extra pressing of 100 copies "COLOUR IN COLOUR" vinyl... 
(Wine-Red in Gold), looks great... comes wtih 4 page 12" .x 12" inlay €39,00 

16 
COIL - Moon's Milk (in four phases) (black 
vinyl)  

3 x LP BOX DAIS Records - DAIS188 2024 

*First compiled as a double CD in 2002, Moon's Milk (in Four Phases) is a suite of four 
EPs that Coil released seasonally via their in-house Eskaton imprint across 1998... 
Arranged sequentially in tribute to the equinoxes and solstices,* - Performer : Drew 
McDowall, Jhon Balance, Peter Christopherson, William Breeze; luxus black vinyl box 
edition 

€62,00 

17 COIL - The New Backwards (colour in colour)  LP Kontakt Audio AKT11LP 2022 collector's item, small extra pressing of 100 copies "COLOUR IN COLOUR" vinyl... (black 
in clear), looks great... comes 12" inlay €39,00 

18 
CONTROLLED DEATH - Demonic Trip 
Through Hell 

LP Phage Tapes PT 464 2023 
recordings from early 2021 that appeared on Cassette and VHS (!) only so far, extremely 
dark and raw catacomb death ambience reminding on some early M.B. works.. - standard 
LP version lim. 150 copies 

€30,00 

19 CORBO COMBO / DANGER - same do-CD Impulsy Stetoskopu 057 2023 

historical live recordings from 1978 & 1979 (Mulhouse and Strasbourg) by two projects of 
BRUNO DE CHENERILLES; a French multi-instrumenatlist and composer also known as 
ALESIA COSMOS - all music was played live in total improvisation with different guests 
on guitars, bass, sax, drums, trumpet, trombone, voice, objects => similar to SMEGMA 
and other free impro / noise "rock with jazz elements" offenders.. . lim. 200 in metal case 
with booklet ! 

€15,00 
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20 CURRENT 93 - In Menstrual Night  pic-LP HomAleph HOMx7 2024 

re-issue of the nightshade-like LP from 1986, for the first time in it's original pic-LP format, 
performers were: DAVID TIBET, DIANA ROGERSON, HÖH; JOHN BALANCE, ROSE 
McDOWALL and others, thematically focused on the menstruation / moon cycle..- "Die 
Soundkollagen als eine Art Archiv geträumter (und gestorbener) Träume zu sehen, ist 
eine durchaus naheliegende Assoziation, die Tibets Ideen zu dem Album entspricht.." - 
comes with signed postcard 

€32,00 

21 CURRENT 93 / HÖH - Island LP HomAleph HOMx6 2024 

this album from 1991 was recorded in Iceland and formed for the most part the 
soundtrack to HILMAR ÖRN HILMARSSONs (= HÖH) beautiful movie "Children's of 
Nature", lim. ed. green vinyl, inlay - "Life is a merry-go-round, circular, forlorn, but thrilling, 
an entertainment and diversion. What has been encountered before will be encountered 
again. Life is circular and cyclical. Sadness will dissolve and sadness will come again.." 
[FNS] 

€45,00 

22 
CYESS AFXZS & SCATHING - Sunken 
Dimension  

CD 
Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-63 

2023 

two acts from the "new wave of noise" in collaboration (from Italy / Switzerland and USA / 
Austrin), three long tracks mixing distorted found sounds, analog synth lines and noises, 
feedbacks = harsh stuff but with somehow ciematic qualities and great more quiet 
passages.. - " it makes me think of more playful 90's MERZBOW stuff. Stuff that is noise, 
but ain't just all harsh, but somewhere in lineage of 'Dadarottenvator', 'Mercuriated', 
'Rainbow Electronics' and so on.." [Freak Ajnimal] 

€12,50 

23 DÄLEK - Gutter Tactics 
CD Ipecac Rec. IPC109 2009 

"Blessed Are They Who Bash Your Children's Heads Against A Rock" - DÄLEKs 2009 
album, their fourth full length, the CD version for midprice! - *this album changed my 
perspective on what hip hop is and how far you can push it.* [G.Wulf] 

€8,00 

24 DAVACHI, SARAH - Long Gradus  do-LP Late Music LMXP 2023 

extremely minimal longform chamber drone compositions for "any ensemble of four 
similar instruments" => four long pieces for strings (Cello, Viola, 2 x Violin) performed by 
QUATUOR BOZZINI (Canadian String Quartet Ensemble), very pure & meditative 
instrumental drones with a special harmonic structure.. for fans of E. RADIGUE, 
OLIVEROS, KALI MALONE, or C.C. HENNIX... - gatefold cover, 12 page booklet, DL 
card with bonus material  

€32,50 

25 DEAD BODY LOVE - Emetic LP Phage Tapes PT 448 2023 

re-issue of rare cassette from 1997, short loops and samples drowning in noise forming a 
continuous stream... lim. 150 black vinyl: *Best Italian Power-Electrinics Industrial from 
the first era by master Gabriele Giuliani* - - "Live noise. No overdubs, no editing. That's 
what I think. Most likely recorded on tape deck" [Freak Animal] 

€25,00 

26 DEATHPROD - Compositions  CD 
Smalltown Supersound 
STS415 

2023 

17 new dark electronic, very pure and bleak tracks from HELGE STEN, recorded in his 
legendary AUDIO VIRUS LAB studio in Oslo, presented in pure chronological order - *..a 
personal, unique combination of obsolete digital audio processors and sound generators, 
combined with his own secret-sauce tuning system. His specialty is a deeply 
atmospheric, grainy minimalism that slows time down and explores the very particles of 
sound itself.* - CD version digipak 

€16,00 

27 DRUMM, KEVIN - OG23  LP Streamline ST1044 2024 

the new KEVIN DRUMM album, now on CHRISTOPH HEEMANNs Streamline! - *this 
time takes the fellow time-traveler through what sounds like an electronic field recording, 
a journey through an electronic soundscape of luminescent textures that invites 
immersive listening. The appropriately mysterious looking cover was designed by 
Christoph Heemann. Who wants to find out where that submarine is going? Mastering by 
Jim O'Rourke.*  

€29,50 

28 
DURAND, WERNER / AMELIA CUNI / ULI 
HOHMANN - Clearing 

LP 
Aguirre Records - 
ZORN102 2023 

first release by this trio, the meeting and melting of Indian Raga chants, oriental 
percussion and experimental, handplayed drones, performed on various hand drums, a 
hammered guitar, PVC clarinets, soprano sax, blow kalimba, electronics and AMELIA 
CUNI's Dhrupad singing... something unique is arising on these three studio tracks.... 

€24,00 

29 
EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Rampen - 
APM: Alien Pop Music 

do-CD Potomak  2024 
*In its 44th year of existence, the band is going back to its roots while redefining itself. It's 
a change in self-image, for which the Berlin quintet plus one has created its own genre -- 
alien pop music.* - CD version, 6 panel digisleeve, 20 page booklet 

€20,00 

30 
EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Rampen - 
APM: Alien Pop Music (lim. yellow vinyl)  

do-LP Potomak LP 256091 2024 

*In its 44th year of existence, the band is going back to its roots while redefining itself. It's 
a change in self-image, for which the Berlin quintet plus one has created its own genre -- 
alien pop music.* - lim. yellow vinyl / deluxe ed. (+ 5 photos + DIN A2 poster) - 5000 
copies, numbered  

€48,00 

31 ELLENDE - This is my Song MC Smeerlappen - 2024 a very sensitive new 4-track tape by the South African / Japanese project with dutch €9,50 
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SMEERLAP 009 roots, dealing with the shortness of "things" (life, relationships, etc.) and the ideal length 
=> slowly moving ultra melancholic drone breezes, filled with emotions about loss and 
transitoriness that give deep consolation at the same time... - cassette ed. lim. 30 copies! 
- "And that's what great music should do: bring light and joy in a dark world." [FdW/Vital 
Weekly] 

32 
EMPUSAE / SHINKIRO - Organic Aural 
Ornaments II 

LP 

Power & Steel PAS 44 

2022 

second part of their collaboration (after the first part on Ant-Zen in 2011), very spacious 
organic / cinematic / cosmic ambience, LP version on black vinyl, only 100 copies ! *... 
poly-rhythmic landscapes and field recordings, spacious textures and deep ambient 
drones. Organic sequences move through the musical architecture and build long tracks 
of an evolving deep ruminant sea of waves.*  €23,00 

33 ETIENNE, YVAN - Twist  CD Aposiopese APO 014 2023 

this highly interesting French composer and sound artist uses the legendary SERGE 
MODULAR synth (developed 1972) in combination with field recordings of granular 
surfaces noises, objects and enviroments, giving room for silent passages and a focus on 
every tone / sound / drone... best for contemplative listening - two long pieces, comes in 
gatefold card wallet. ed. of 300 copies 

€12,00 

34 
FEAR FALLS BURNING - When Mystery 
prevades the Well, the Promise sets Fire  

LP Tonefloat TF38 2007 

sublime drones based on guitar sounds, this release marked a change in the style of the 
post VIDNA OBMANA project.. - "Glacier like music in which it seems that the effects 
have a bigger role than the guitar. It's quite hard to recognize the guitar in this music, with 
moves in a minimal way. More Eno)) than Sunno)) I'd say* [Vital Weekly9 - deluxe edition 
gatefold-cover, 180 gr. vinyl, ed. of 500 copies on black vinyl; LAST COPIES - SPECILA 
OFFER !  

€10,00 

35 FERRARI, BRUNHILD - Exterieur-Jour LP 
Streamline - 
STREAMLINE 1042 

2024 

two unreleased pieces, "Movies for the Ears" with cinematic qualities, electroacoustic 
compositions with a great share of environmental field recording sources... - "It comes 
across as a meditation on the loss and reappearance of memory and silence." - on C. 
HEEMANN's label  

€33,00 

36 
GEERKEN, HARTMUT / MICHAEL RANTA - 
The Heliopolar Egg  

5 x CD  ART INTO LIFE AIL 009 2015 

these two legendary figures from the 70's experimental scene did an incredible tour 
through Asia and Middle East in 1976 (Iran, India, Bangladesh, Philippines, Korea, 
Japan), with their improvisational set of analogue synth noises and all kinds of percussion 
and object sounds; this is the re-issue of QBICO's last release from 2010 (6 LP box) and 
feat. their show with TOSHI ICHIYANAGI and solo performances of ICHIYANAGI and 
SHOKO SHIDA; box w. 12 page booklet, lim. 500, last copies back in stock ! 

€50,00 

37 GEINS'T NAIT - Fishes CD Klanggalerie gg408 2023 

the fifth G.N album (1989) is a strange hybrid of all kinds of weird sounds + samples + 
electronics, you would hardly ever fancy something can sound like this...- *The album is a 
strange and heady mix of industrial-to-electro fired beats and tones, dada-focused 
soundscaping, and cryptic-to-unsettling field recordings/samples. (...) Geinst Naït 
certainly have their own quirky flare & charm within the European post-
industrial/experimental electro scene... * - first CD issue! 

€15,00 

38 GENOCIDE ORGAN - Death Zones do-LP Tesco Org. TESCO 160 2024 

*The seventh year anniversary of the release of :OBITUARY OF THE AMERICAS: sees 
Genocide Organ returning with a release full of cynical survivalism in a world of havoc! 
While those celebrate the new world - we prepare ourselves for :DEATH ZONES:. * - 
numbered ed. gatefold cover, 2 inserts and card! Probably gone soon, the actual amount 
pressed was due to received pre orders!  

€39,00 

39 GILLIS, ANNE - Vhoysee CD Art Into Life - AIL 032 2023 

the six tracks from her first cassette-only release "Angebigue" (1983), a true collector's 
item, plus 4 new re-mixed / re-worked compositions made up from the same minimal 
synth sources, imagine D.D.A.A., mixed with electronic chansons and incredible intimate 
singing...- lim. 200, Japan import 

€16,00 

40 GILLIS, ANNE + XT - Our's Bouture(s)  CD Art Into Life - AIL 028 2023 

unreleased one-hour piece composed by ANNE GILLIS, PAUL ABBOTT and SEYMOUR 
WRIGHT (aka XT) in 2021 for an Cafe Oto radio broadcast - 'The trio’s concept for 
“#38;Our/s Bouture(s)” is to ‘plant’ sounds and movements, which will grow and evolve 
through broadcasting, and what you will hear is not a 'performance' but a one-hour 
journey of organic sonic sound structure.* - lim. 200 copies, Japan import 

€16,00 

41 HENNIX, C.C. - Solo for Tamburium  CD 
Blank Forms Editions BF-
061 2023 

one of the last major pieces by CATHERINE HENNIX who died in Nov. 2023, using a 
self-built device controlling 88 recordings of Tambura... - *creating a sweeping and 
continuous flow of rich harmonic interplay... forming an exacting and cathartic electronic 
drone. Densely-layered timbral textures and continuous overtone collisions create a 
maze-like sonic landscape, thrusting the listener into what Hennix calls divine equilibrium 

€16,50 
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or a distinctionless state of being.* - single file CD version, with o-card 

42 HET ZWEET - 2XLIVE88 CD EE Tapes - EE49 2023 

*One-man project of Marien Van Oers from Breda (NL), active from 1983 to 1988. Driven 
tribal percussion music such as Z'EV, Muslimgauze or perhaps Test Dept. Sadly Marien 
passed away on 8 january 2013.* - two unreleased live recordings of this dutch cult 
project from the past, lim. 150 copies, A5 sized cardsleeve 

€13,00 

43 
HORTOBAGYI, LASZLO - Transreplica 
Meccano (complete edition) 

CD 
Margen Records / 
aMARXE 

2024 

first CD re-issue since 32 years of this milestone of ethno ambient / electronic music, 
HORTOBAGYI was a Hungarian ethnologist who learned to play many traditional Indian 
instruments himself, combining this with electronic sounds and samples; this "complete" 
edition comes with three unreleased bonus tracks from the same sessions and re-
mastered, lim. 300 copies  

€15,00 

44 INADE - Antimimon Pneumatos CD Loki Foundation - LOKI 53 2024 

"Transcendent Absolute" - standard CD re-issue of the rare collectors box-set album from 
2011, and indeed this must be their most ethereal and atmospheric album, collected from 
various live recordings..with perfect audio quality, many tracks appear only on this 
release, not a dull moment! - 10 tracks 55 min., 6 panel digipak 

€13,00 

45 INADE - The Crackling of the Anonymous CD Loki Foundation - LOKI 29 2024 

re-issue of the second album from 2001, a true masterpiece of the dark ambient genre:. - 
"Der Sound hat sich gewandelt seit Aldebaran, ist noch symphonischer, dichter & 
melancholischer geworden, geisterhafte Stimmeneinspielungen & Effekte, repetitive 
Vibrationen und Pulsare tauchen auf... eindrucksvoll werden archaische Erlebnis- und 
Gewühlsweisen geraufbeschworen... für psychognostische Erfahrungen bestens 
geeignet & musikalisch von atemberaubender Weite und Schönheit!" [DroneRec] 

€13,00 

46 IRISARRI, RAFAEL ANTON - Midnight Colours LP 
Black Knoll Editions 
BKE007 

2024 

vinyl version of rare cassette album from 2018 - "a sonic interpretation of the Doomsday 
Clock, which symbolizes the world's existential vulnerabilities" - dark & transcendental 
ambience with lots of pulsing suction, surely one of his best albums! - fully re-mastered 
(STEPHAN MATHIEU), black vinyl ed. 400 copies, US-import 

€31,50 

47 
IRM - An Act of Self Mutilation is an Act of 
Freedom  

LP Phage Tapes PT 460 2023 

for the first time re-released, these 6 tracks appeared only on a limited CDR in 2003 on 
Annihivs (the NAVICON TORTURE TECHN. label) => extremely authentic slo-mo low fi 
industrial, with MARTIN BLADHS alienated, intelligent psycho-pathologic scream lyrics 
and JARLs intoxicating analogue noises...sucks you into a dark maelstrom ! - standard 
LP version lim. 200 with lyric sheet inlay 

€25,00 

48 JACKMAN, DAVID - SEKIHI OIDORI CD Siren Records - SIREN 33 2023 

*‘SEKIHI OIDORI’ is a development of the quiet nature of earlier Organum works and 
Jackman decided to release the album under his own name because of a very personal 
essence.* - low key church organ drones, tanpura sounds, church bell sounds, chirping 
birds, most minimal, most quiet.. -lim.500  

€15,00 

49 KA-SPEL; EDWARD - Tales from the Trenches LP 
Lumberton Trading 
Company 

2024 

the successor to the "Permission to Leave the Temple" 10inch from the same label, 8 
new studio tracks: *Everything may at first feel ominous or sombre in tone, but there’s 
also a glimmer of hope laid bare in all its sun-drenched glory poking between the cracks.* 
- 500 copies pressed, 250 copies on brown vinyl, 250 on black  

€23,00 

50 KENNEY, JESSIKA & EYVIND KANG - Azure  LP 
Ideologic Organ - 
SOMA051 2023 

third full length album by KENNEY/KANG on Ideologic Organ, both active in the North 
American experimental scene since the 90's, they combine non-ordinary oriental 
vocalisations, Shruti box drones and viola on five meditative tracks, each one has a rich 
background and concept..- *Azure ist eine hypnotische Rückkehr zu Kenneys und Kangs 
einzigartigem Ausdruck von "Unisono-Musik" und gehört zu den am stärksten reduzierten 
und minimalistischen Arbeiten des Duos seit mehr als einem Jahrzehnt.*  

€26,50 

51 
KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK - To Dream is to 
Destroy 

CD Base Station BS-I 2023 

the fourth album from the Russian project (who is also behind the legendary 
ZHELEZOBETON label & mailorder), now being located in Amsterdam (NL), K.R. 
delevoped a very own experimental style based on radio sounds, drones, crackles, and 
multi-layered vintage electronics, a challenging ride into the reality of ether static noises 
with a great nostalgic flair... - lim. CD version only 103 copies ! 

€13,00 

52 LADIK, KATALIN - Phonopoetics LP 
Alga Marghen plana-L 
30VocSon157 

2019 

collection of recordings dating back to 1968 ("Shaman Song"), the Hungarian sound poet 
and performer.. first ed. 300 copies -"Fascinating and beautifully haunting, ‘Phonopoetics’ 
extends an unmissable introduction to the 'verbophonic' orchestrations of Serbo-
Hungarian vocalist Katalin Ladik, charting 10 remarkable points in her oeuvre between 
1968-1993" [Boomkat] 

€22,50 

53 LEITMOTIV LIMBO - Superior State  LP De La Catessen DLC014 2023 the second album for this project from Adelaide (Australia), 12 miniatures of reductionist / 
minimalist quasi-rhythmic structures, reminding on some PANASONIC, GOEM or €26,00 
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WERKBUND material, performed on self-built analogue instruments, sounding like 
"electricity pulsing through wires; the humming of the central nervous system; the quiet 
hiss of deserted computer laboratories; the pulsations of plant life; the molecular vibration 
of atoms." - lim. 300 copies 

54 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Dynamo CD 
Unexplained Sounds 
Group - USG085 

2023 

soundtrack for a huge, interactive (walkable) 16-speaker installation sculpture artwork by 
DANIEL CANOGAR, developed for the atrium of the Spanish Pavilion at EXPO DUBAI 
2020; - *This moment captures the intense roar of so many machines of the past echoing 
through our modern history –technologies that we behold with a mixture of fear and 
fascination.* - 200 copies pressed 

€13,00 

55 LUSTMORD - Much Unseen is also here  CD Pelagic Records PEL 251 2024 

the industrial legend, dark ambient inventor and (nowadays) soundtrack producer for 
films and video games, with a new studio album: music of parallel worlds, of the 
Unspeakable, the Unknown, of dangerous psychic terrains...- "My music is not meant to 
be explained - only listened to as a means of exposing the sheer insignificance of our 
primitive thoughts and actions within the vast scale of the cosmos - a scale which we as a 
species are ill equipped to comprehend." - CD version 

€16,00 

56 
LUSTMORD - Much Unseen is also here (col. 
vinyl)  

do-LP 
Pelagic Records PEL 251-
V 

2024 

the industrial legend, dark ambient inventor and (nowadays) soundtrack producer for 
films and video games, with a new studio album: music of parallel worlds, of the 
Unspeakable, the Unknown, of dangerous psychic terrains...- "My music is not meant to 
be explained - only listened to as a means of exposing the sheer insignificance of our 
primitive thoughts and actions within the vast scale of the cosmos - a scale which we as a 
species are ill equipped to comprehend." - lim. 220 COL: vinyl  

€37,50 

57 MACLISE, ANGUS - Tapes 3 x CD BOX Art Into Life - AIL 020 2023 

re-mastered (JIM O'ROURKE) re-issue of a limited 3 x Cassette release from 2015 with 
recordings from the archive feat. TONY CONRAD and WILLIAM BREEZE (COIL, PTV), 
the filming of an IRA COHEN film (1968), shortwave experiments, field recordings of 
Tibetan Buddhist monks, etc.. - 3 hours of material from the legendary LA MONTE 
YOUNG and early VELVET UNDERGROUND member.. in box with mini poster, original 
artwork repro  

€42,50 

58 MALONE, KALI - All Life Long CD 
Ideologic Organ 
SOMA055CD 

2024 

12 pieces for pipe organ, choir, and brass quintet composed 2020-2023 - *Kali Malone 
composes with a rare clarity of vision. Her music is patient and focused, built on a 
foundation of evolving harmonic cycles that draw out latent emotional resonances. Time 
is a crucial factor* - the CD version comes with a 20p booklet 

€16,00 

59 MALONE, KALI - All Life Long do-LP 
Ideologic Organ 
SOMA055LP 

2024 

12 pieces for pipe organ, choir, and brass quintet composed 2020-2023 - *Kali Malone 
composes with a rare clarity of vision. Her music is patient and focused, built on a 
foundation of evolving harmonic cycles that draw out latent emotional resonances. Time 
is a crucial factor* - gatefold cover, 8 page booklet 

€32,50 

60 MECANO - Waving Goodbye CD Wave Records Brazil 2023 

our favourite one and only dutch "intellectual Punk" or Post Punk band who (after their 
great time in the 80's) continued since 2005 with a more "Pop / Rock / Chanson" 
approach, still being inimitable: this rare Brazilian compilation was pressed + sold for their 
LAST EVER concert in Brazil late 2023 and contains classics from the past, partly in new 
versions, as well as newer material, plus one track that was only available as a download 
so far; lim. 200  

€16,00 

61 
MEESE X HELL - Hab keine Angst, hab keine 
Angst, ich bin Deine Angst (special edition)  

do-LP + BOOK Buback BTT178-1 *  2021 

one of German's best known and most controversial artists (= *dictatorship of art"), 
JONATHAN MEESE, here as a singer of catchy slogans in collaboration with Munich's 
DJ HELL, created during three experimental studio-sessions and based on minimal 
technoid beats, feat. BRIGITTE MEESE, the mother of JONATHAN (at the age of 91) on 
two tracks...- Special limited ed. with 24 pages hardcover art book + poster  

€40,00 

62 MERZBOW - Cafe Oto  do-CD  Cold Spring CSR331CD 2023 

*A documentation of prolific Japanese noise master Merzbow's double show at London's 
Cafe OTO in October 2016. Rhythm-driven and rammed with highly sculpted frequencies, 
Akita's sound is entirely remorseless. Furious squalls and delicate sine-warps post this 
one on the more psychedelic end of Akita's output* - comes in gatefold ecopak, photos 
by MASAMI AKITA 

€18,50 

63 MODELBAU - Metal + Motif 7" 
Haemoccult Recordings - 
HAEM 005 2023 

a mysterious three track 7" with strange & beautiful tape music, low fi and otherworldy 
retro Sci-Fi drones + sounds, the reel-to-reel machine used as an instrument... - lim. 100 
copies  

€10,00 

64 MUSIC OF TRANSPARENT MEANS - Chord LP De La Catessen DLC004 2023 small re-press (50 copies, numbered) of the first LP by the Australian project MOTM => €28,00 
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from the Second Delphic Hymn awesome shimmering transcendental drones and suspended ambience, based on 
sampled piano, synths, cymbals and various instruments from various performers, this is 
really elevating... two side-long pieces "sound in and of itself, independent of cultural 
conditioning, sound as experienced by the child who does not yet know what ‘sound’ is" - 
Australia import!! 

65 M.B. (MAURIZIO BIANCHI) - Mectpyo - Blut  

do-LP 
Marquis Records 
MART.006 2010 

re-issue of very first (private) M.B. cassette release from 1980; comes in stunning 
gatefold cover, lim. 300 red vinyl; 4 long tracks, back in stock last copies!! - *This release 
marks the transition from using the name Sacher Pelz to M.B. and was his first official 
release as M.B....in each of these pieces MB plays around with some low fidelity means, 
such as spinning records by hand and taping them to reel-to-reel machines, cutting them 
into crude loops and playing around with these...*  

€32,50 

66 ORGANUM ELECTRONICS - Darcknes CD Die Stadt DS130 2023 

one of seven O.E. releases in a new series by DIE STADT, the sister album to 
"Quietude", monolithic metalllurgic walls of drones to wash your mind away... - "Think of 
this as being locked up in a factory, with sounds buzzing everywhere, and reminding me 
of the early harshness of Organum, sans electronics: dense, minimal and dark.." - lim.500 

€15,00 

67 ORGANUM ELECTRONICS - Quietude  CD Die Stadt DS128 2023 

one of seven O.E. releases in a new series by DIE STADT: *A dense work, consisting of 
buzzing washes of electronic sounds, reminiscent of the very first Organum recordings. In 
common with other recent works, the piece uses a carefully chosen set of sound sources, 
overlaid and structured to form a tapestry of shifting textures.* - "...es gibt einen langen 
Track (hier 40 Minuten lang), der den Hörer unter sich zu begraben droht .." [African 
Paper] - lim. 500 

€15,00 

68 
PHARMAKON - Abandon (black, white & 
orange)  

LP 
Sacred Bones Records 
SBR-099 

2022 

project of noise-artist MARGARET CHARDIET from New York City, doing very out-
composed dark post-industrial & doom noise, using de-humanized & alienated vocals 
about 'Loss. Losing everything. Relinquishing control. Complete psychic abandon.'; 
recommended for friends of emotional & brooding industrial & harsh noise like NAVICON 
TORTURE TECHNOLOGIES, WOLF EYES, etc.. - lim. re-press for the 15th label 
anniversary, a mix of BLACK,. WHITE and ORANGE, with poster and DL code 

€24,00 

69 RAISON D'ETRE - Prospectus (Sublime ed.) 4 x CD BOX Cyclic Law 229th Cycle 2023 
this 30 year anniversary edition contains the re-mastered ambient / COLD MEAT classic, 
a newly recorded version from 2022, plus many unreleased sessions tracks, some from 
2022 as well.. comes in sturdy box plus 12 page booklet; 300 copies only!! 

€46,50 

70 RESIDENTS - The Third Reich'n' Roll  do-LP 
New Ralph Too 
NRTLP003D / MVD Audio 
/ Cherry Red 

2023 

the second studio album from 1976 with its two side-long, most crazy collages of "'semi-
phonetic' interpretations of Top 40 rock and roll from the Sixties, a commentary on how 
"rock and roll has brainwashed the youth of the world.", and a Nazi imagery cover that 
was (and still is) banned in Germany - now back in print with a full record of bonus 
material, new liner notes, feat. a new remix using the original multi-track tapes... 

€49,50 

71 
SOLA TRANSLATIO (ALIO DIE & OPIUM) - 
Mother Sunrise  

CD 
Hypnos Recordings 
hyp2130 2001 

warehouse found: the debut-album of this project by ALIO DIE & OPIUM using many 
organic field recordings with oriental flair.. - *Combining an entrancing mix of natural 
recordings (water, wind, soil, forest) and electronic textures, Mother Sunrise conveys a 
descent into the natural world at its grittiest, most organic, and most truly "alive.*...  €13,00 

72 SUZUKI; DAISUKE - D.D.D. CD Siren Records - SIREN 13 2023 

the very first solo LP of DAISUKE SUZUKI who runs SIREN RECORDS, very pure field 
recordings from ducks in Tokyo (D.D.D. stands for Duck Duck Duck) and crickets in an 
urban environment... - this is a the re-issue of the LP from 2001, now with a much longer 
version fo the B-Side, lim. 200 facsimile card sleeve of original cover art - *The clarity of 
each rustled feather and splish-splash is rendered life-like here, and the effect is 
transporting, like all good music should be.* [Andy Beta] 

€13,00 

73 
SUZUKI; DAISUKE & ANDREW CHALK - 
Drifting 

CD Siren Records - SIREN 35 2023 

object recordings made inside DAISUKE SUZUKI's garden form the basis for this early 
collaboration that is now finally released, subtle and intimate, staggering hums and 
strange tones, great surrealistic one-tracker. . - "It's as carefully played as it is 
mysterious. I think this is one hell of a piece of music. Short, maybe even too short, but I 
had it on repeat a few times, and every time I discovered something new." [FdW/Vital 
Weekly]  

€13,00 

74 SWANS - Children of God do-LP 
Mute - STUMM394 / 
Young God Rec. YG66 2020 

remastered re-issue of the praised 1987 album which marked a big change and transition 
for the band, musically + thematically: "I was watching a lot of Jimmy Swaggart on TV 
(the televangelist), and I thought he was a great rock performer, so I stole his thunder as 
best I could....I didn’t want to mock the religious impulse, which would have been a 
typical thing to do at the time, but instead to get inside it." [MICHAEL GIRA] - printed 

€20,00 
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inner sleeves, remastered "Feel Good Now" DL extra 

75 SWANS - Public Castration is a good Idea do-LP 
Mute - STUMM394 / 
Young God Rec. YG66 

2022 

impressive live documents with extremely raw recordings made in UK in early 1986, feat. 
NORMAN WESTBERG and JARBOE, originally released in 1986 by Some Bizarre, now 
for the first time on vinyl.. - "A showcase of SWANS at their loudest and most abrasive. 
Calling this album heavy is like saying JFK died of a headache. Favorite track: A 
Hanging." [NightSkye] 

€25,00 

76 TBC & SEEMANN - Glashaus  CD-R no label / self-released 2023 

The Hamburg based true undeground icons came together again for a longform ambient / 
drone session, based only on analogue synths and heavenly melancholic, piano sounds, 
bubbling electronic waves and shimmering washes of drones that sound like a zither or 
harp = cleansing music for the mind !! - the only downside: this one-tracke is too short ! - 
" Von Saiten, die wie mit bebenden Lippen 'singen'. [Bad Alchemy] 

€8,00 

77 TEHOM - Live Assault  CD Cyclic Law 95th Cycle 2017 

overlooked live album by this Croatian ritual ambient industrial project => extremely 
sluggish and highly reverberated dark ambient coming from deepest caves and tubes, 
really well constructed (recorded live at Brutal Assault fest 2016) reminding on AURAL 
HYPNOX or other CYCLIC LAW / LOKI / ZAZEN acts....  

€13,00 

78 TEZ - Black Bamboo II  CD Silentes / St.An.Da 2354 2023 

Italian's TEZ (aka Maurizio Martinucci), living in Amsterdam, has worked wth CLOCK 
DVA, FABIO ORSI, SCANNER or KIM CASCONE, but speaks through his music with a 
very own voice, technology seen as a way to explore the sensual effects between 
SOUND, LIGHT and SPACE, using special built software & hardware, also folk/ethnic 
instruments.. - "The result is an unpredictable and evocative mix of ancestral cosmic 
tones with an industrial and experimental strain." - .200 copies, to explore & discover!! 

€12,00 

79 THELXINOE- Inner Subspace MC 
Avalanche Organization 
AVORG 2 2021 

cassette edition of a Russian drone-ambient album from a duo with PETER L. (SYSTEM 
MORGUE, ACCASARI), full of meditative / contemplative guitar drone muzak....- "dark 
textures made of overwhelmingly long-resonating brain-blowing drones which goes as 
perfect background for sometimes melancholic and relaxing, sometimes psychedelic 
saxophone inclusions.. " - lim. 50 copies, professional cover / duplication  

€9,00 

80 THOMASIUS , JÖRG - Marmor CD Raum 312 - CD RAUM 05 1996 

one of the main releases of this interesting composer from East Berlin (once a member of 
DAS FREIE ORCHESTER) who often worked with CONRAD SCHNITZLER in the 80's 
and 90's => free form analog electronic experiments, surreal sound worlds..early "dark" 
ambience..- sometimes like TIETCHENS on Amtphetamine, also using alienated voices, 
distorted guitars... the material was recorded from 1991-1994; 60 min. playtime absolute 
last copies of this extraordinary rarity back in stock !! 

€8,00 

81 THROBBING GRISTLE - Mutant T.G. CD NovaMute NOMU122CD 2023 

the one and only TG remix album, now re-pressed ! => Classic TG tracks like 
"Persuasion", "United", "What a Day", or "Hamburger Lady" are remixed and re-arranged 
by (pop and techno) artists you wouldn't really expect, with surprising results: MOTOR, 
SIMON RATCLIFFE, CARL CRAIG, HEDONASTIK, TWO LONE 
SWORDSMEN...additionally,two tracks comes from CARTER TUTTI; artwork design 
PETER CHRISTOPHERSON 

€16,00 

82 
TOMKINS, KEVIN - Music for an unprepared 
Autoharp  

CD Klanggalerie gg440 2023 

the SUTCLIFFE JUGEND member shows his passion for experimental, mechanized 
object sounds and loops, he uses the sound of an "Autoharp" (American zither), it's wood 
crunching and metallic rubbing and humming, to create this symphony of structured 
noises and tones... - this is a edited from three previously issued CDrs for a performance 
in Vienna at Klanggalerie in 2023 !! 

€15,00 

83 TRANSITIONAL - Stomach of the Sun  

CD 
Conspiracy Records 
CORECD80 2009 

second album by this group with ex SKULLFLOWER, HEAD OF DAVID, NOVATRON, 
etc. members; produced by JUSTIN BROADRICK - *Als hätte es Godflesh nie gegeben, 
spielen Transitional mit der kühlen Eleganz der Industrial-Pioniere, steigern ihre Tracks 
ins Unermessliche, unglaubliche Gitarrenwände, die Welt auffressende Riffs, wuchtig, 
massiv und monoton. Heavy! I said HEAVY!* - BACK IN STOCK - special offer !! €8,00 

84 TUNNELS OF AH - The Smeared Cloth  do-CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 297-2 2023 

highly recommended collection of unreleased recordings 2012-2018 from the Cold Spring 
act (ex HEAD OF DAVID) - very cold, metallic and slow pulsing / looping "industrial 
drone", sharp as flying knives, at times almost monstruous..- "großartiger Einblick in 
einen Kosmos, den ich allen empfehlen kann, die frühe Coil, alte Broken Flag-Releases 
und ausgewählte Death Industrial-Platten nebeneinander im Regal stehen haben." 
[African Paper] - 300 copies pressed 

€17,00 

85 TWELVE THOUSAND DAYS - The Boatman on CD FinalMuzik FM29 2023 these songs are like tales about ghosts, fairy tales, old stories, loss and hope, the €13,00 
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the Downs connection to all plants and nature... - *The soaring voice of Martyn Bates is underpinned 
by exquisite instrumentation - acoustic guitars, flute organs, bodhrans and bells, 
mellotrons and analogue synthesisers, taking the listener on a trip through the forgotten 
highways and byways of a drowned land.* - 500 copies pressed  

86 UNIVERS ZERO - LUEUR  LP Sub Rosa SRV555 2023 

first album after 10 years by the legendary experimental / dark Prog Rock band from 
Belgium around DANIEL DENIS, active since 1974, now with electronic and dark ambient 
elements and singing - *a dense journey, rooted in the balance between power and calm, 
raging and serene sound. A balance, too, between complex arrangements and more 
contemplative moments* - lim. colour vinyl  

€20,00 

87 
VAN HASSELT, JAN & CHRISTOPH 
OGIERMANN - Der Bau  

2 x MC + BOOK  Auf Abwegen aatp92 2023 

the two Bremen based composers presented a lecture / theatre performance named DER 
BAU (a fictional gigantic steel tank near a town) in 2021, with an extreme eerie 
soundtrack of RUPTURE music, a dystopian cinema fo the head, creaking and groaning 
noises along with old school electronics,attacking changes and outbursts...- lim. 100 
copies only, two cassettes in huge folder box with book  

€30,00 

88 VERTONEN - Instability Event MC 
No Rent Records 
NORENT041 

2021 
great VERTONEN tape with E.P.- length: two pieces with strangely mechanized sounds 
of humming, scratching, booming, short babbles and static noise...- inscrutable music for 
new synapse formations ! rare US-import 

€10,00 

89 VIOLENT SHOGUN - Breath and Steam  CD 
Satatuhatta 
SATATUHATTA-57 

2023 

the main project of REMI DAZET, a very active newcomer from the Finnish noise scene 
(who is also behind HATTIFNATTAR), another discovery on the excellent "new genre-
free noise" label STATUHATTA from Finland...- *Sound palette on ’Breath and Steam’ is 
hard to describe with usual genre definitions like "harsh noise" or "industrial", as the 
overall atmosphere is very unique... * - silent & mysterious passages play a big role 
here.. - comes wth silkscreen cover plus insert 

€13,00 

90 

V,A. - Struppig Schweben (LES MARQUISES / 
TROUM / KILLER+LICHT-UNG / ANDREW 
LILES) 

CD 
Licht-Ung / StRuPpiG 
tAnZeN 

2023 

on 26.Nov 2022 the festival STRUPPIG SCHWEBEN happened in Leverkuse at KAW, 
organized by Licht-Ung, this is a compilation with all artists from this great evening, who 
worked on the recorded live material from their performances... so all materiall is 
exclusive to this CD! TROUM played live to the classic silent film " La Coquille et le 
Clergyman" - comes with 8 page booklet, lim. 200 copies, 69+ min. playtime 

€12,00 

91 
V.A. - Anthology of Experimental Music from 
Latin America  

CD 
Unexplained Sounds 
Group - USG083 2023 

another excellent CD compiled by RAFFAELE PEZELLA (SONOLOGYST), the tireless 
collector of experimental / ambient / electronic music from all parts of planet earth, within 
his "Sound Mapping Project" => 16 tracks from artists you surely never heard about, 
often with an exotic touch, incorporating the cultural heritage of the artists (coming from 
MEXICO, PERU, BRAZIL,COLOMBIA, CHILE, etc... ) - "among the label’s most 
compelling collections." [THE WIRE] - lim. 200  

€13,00 

92 
V.A. - DAIS223 (DAIS X RETROSPECT) 
COMPILATION 

MC + Portable 
Cassette Player 

Dais Records DAIS223 2023 

a label compilation in a "package" you haven't seen before: This blue cassette is 
delivered with a complete "Walkman" (Retrospekt CP-81 Portable Cassette Player), a 
white player with DAIS design and headphones, fully functioning, with recording function, 
USB-connecton, etc..!; - on the cassette unreleased tracks by DREW McDOWALL, TOR 
LUNDVALL, COH, HELM, etc.. - 1000 copies were manufactured of this extraordinary 
collectors item !! 

€100,00 

93 V.A. - In Fractured Silence  CD 
SouffleContinu Records - 
FFL087 

2023 

re-issue of the legendary Unitied Dairies LP compilation from 1984 (UD 015) with long 
tracks from UN DRAME MUSICAL INSTANTANE, HELENE SAGE, SEMA (the early 
solo-project of ROBERT HAIGH), and NURSE WITH WOUND... - this is a great 
document showing S. STAPLETON's love for the French avantgarde of that time.. 

€14,00 

94 
V.A. - Nyarlathotep - A Tribute To Howard 
Phillips Lovecraft  

MC 
Eighth Tower Records 
ETR035 

2022 

this is a re-issue of a Portugesian cult cassette compilation from 1997, dedicated to H.P. 
LOVECRAFT, with lots of esoteric and post Industrial acts from that time: KIRLIAN 
CAMERA, T.A.C. (SIMON BALESTRAZZI and friends), GERSTEIN, NIGREDO, 
TOMBSTONE, etc.. - lim. 60 copies, CD ed. is sold out !! 

€10,00 

95 
V.A. - Stolen Symphony: FLUXUS & NEO-
FLUXUS (Part 1)  

do-LP Sub Rosa SRV539 2023 

amazing (re)productions of central FLUXUS pieces and extensive information about the 
whole movement and ideas (24 pages 12" x 12" booklet): LA MONTE YOUNG, JOHN 
CAGE, MILAN KNIZAK, HENNING CHRISTIANSEN, YOSHI WADA, PHILIP CORNER, 
etc. - all kinds of forms (live-studio-scores-solo-ensembles..) performed by about 20 
musicians like ANNA CLEMENTI, WERNER DURAND, DIEDRICH DIEDERICHSEN,.. = 
the ultimate FLUXUS compilation! (gatefold cover, lim. 400)  

€25,00 

96 WEGLOWSKI, STEFAN - Smooth Inertia  CD Glacial Movements GM 2023 Polish composer STEFAN WEGLOWSKI (Warsaw) produced a work for small €16,00 
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050 instrumental ensemble, expressing a period in his life of solitude and stagnation=> piano, 
female voice, guitar, field recordings form the melancholic beauty of these true Ambient 
pieces.... 

97 WHALESONG - Leaving A Dream  do-CD 
Zoharum - ZOHAR 300-2, 
/ Old Temple OLD.209 

2023 

epic album (their third) from this Polish band, who combine elements of grinding no wave 
/ noise rock and industrial with hypnotic spoken word vocals, a 120 minutes cathartic 
dream, dark and opressive like SWANS, but also with more harmonic / deeply 
melancholic passages going into the Post Rock and Ambient direction - even BOHREN & 
DER CLUB OF GORE and NEUBAUTEN shine through... feat. various guest musicians 
this album shows a great development and maturation, absolutely to discover ! 

€16,00 

98 WHETHAM, SIMON - Forced to repeat Myself CD 
Misantrophic Agenda 
MAR056 

2022 

this fascinating "micro/macro concrete sounds" album was constructed from 
performnance recordings throughout 2018 - all done with a limited set of resources.. - *By 
the very nature of their disseminating sparseness, the tracks of Forced To Repeat Myself 
demand from the listener an attentiveness fixed on nuance and variation.* - ed. of 150 
copies  

€13,00 

99 
WRIGHT, PETER & BRIAN GRAINGER - Peint 
Arbre 

CD-R Psoma Psi Phi - ØΨΦVII 2018 

very rare collaboration of much valued Drone Records artist PETER WRIGHT with US 
American ultra drone-minimalist BRIAN GRAINGER (from OHIO) => three wonderful 
longform pieces on a label that states: "Sleep fictions, lucid maps and gnostic states. 
Asemic systems designed by night smokers, bedroom alchemists and oligolaliacs, for 
intimate applications" - edition of 35 copies only, US-import !! 

€13,00 

 
RECENT ARRIVALS:  (en detail in the next Newsflash, but you can order already now, they are in stock  or will be in stock in a few days!) :  
SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Live in Wroclaw January 7, 2023    do-LP + 8" lathe  (Gustaff Records)  - documenation of a live show / Wroclaw 202 / limited ed. on RED  
                                    vinyl with bonus lathe cut 8", - lim. 200 copies      €33,50 
CARSTEN NICOLAI- Ray Collector    pic-10"   (Noton)  - lim. vinyl release with pure static noise recordings from magnetic tapes and films used for his exhibition  
                                       "Strahlen" in Modena - gatefold cover / full-colour booklet in book-bound style         €32,50 
TROUM - Symbiosis     LP      (Auf Abwegen)  - first ever vinyl re-issue of deleted mini-CD, with solo-tracks by both TROUM members based on guitar-harmonies  
                                     and "endless" circling structures, like in a painting of M.C. ESCHER...  contains new bonus tracks, lim. 300     €22,00 
COLIN NEWMAN - Bastard    do-CD     (Swim)  -  the amazing solo album of COLIN NEWMAN (WIRE) from 1997, written and produced together with MALKA  
                                  SPIGEL (MINIMAL COMPACT)       € 18,50 
SIGMARSSON, SIGTRYGGUR - Into the Second Half     LP   (Streamline)  -  *Carefully composed textures as subtle as the changes of light in the forbidden  
                                 zone in Andrei Tarkovsky"s Stalker*                    €29,50 
FERREYRA, BEATRIZ - UFO Forest +     LP    (Room40) -  *UFO Forest + collects together works from both her practices in tape based music and also  
                      computer based works.*         €27,50 
OJERUM - Your Soft Absence    CD    (Room40)  -  "It's a narrative of a particular feeling of absence that's haunting me; perhaps best described as the longing  
                  for a childhood emotion"             €16,00 
DESACCORD MAJEUR - Les primordaux crepusculaires     do-CD   (Kokeshidisk) -  "homework" online comp. contributions, rare material, unreleased tracks...  
                                      lim. 250 copies, 4 track booklet     €16,00 
BRUME - L'ombilic des Rêves    CD    (Taalem) - this new BRUME work is dedicated to nightmares !       € 13,00 
BUTZMANN, FRIEDER - juHrop - Szenen und Arien aus einer Oper in klingonischer Sprache    do-LP BOX  (Youdonthavetocallitmusic) -  crazy opera from /  
                      about the Klingons, produced 1996-2001, feat. DIAMANDA GALAS , etc. - lim. 250       € 65,00 
RADIGUE, ELIANE (feat. ENSEMBLE DEDALUS & RYOKO AKAMA) - Hepta I   /  Occam XX    CD   (Montagne Noire)  - two new longform drone works, both  
                     around 30 minutes in length, lim. 500 copies            €15,00 
META MEAT - Voices    7" + Artwork    (Ant-Zen)  -  4-track 7" blending hand-drum percussion with vocal elements from different ethnic cultures, luxus edition  
                       lim. 150 copies with 4 artprints         €18,00 
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MAEROR TRI - Ambient Dreams    CD    (Zoharum)  -  one of the early secrets in the M.T. discography is this album, the second full length tape that came out in  
                        1990, entirely based on field recordings..    €13,00 
NIBLOCK, PHILL / ANNA CLEMENTI / THOMAS STERN - Zound Delta 2    LP    (Karlrecords) -  A new piece,  co-composed and performed by ANNA          
                               CLEMENTI & THOMAS STERN. Intense, menacing layers of thick drones and alien sounds       €20,00 
CRANIOCLAST - Kolik-San-Art    CD      ( 13/SILENTES) - their second LP from 1986 finally re-issued, for the first time on CD, a weird & beautiful journey...          
                                    lim. 300              € 13,00 
CRANIOCLAST - A Con Cristal / Rats Can Coil - Cats Can Roil     CD     (13/SILENTES) -  re-issues of early cult vinyls from 1987 & 1990, plus 3 new bonus  
                              tracks based on the Rats/Cats material... lim. 300    € 13,00 
 
pre orders:   (price to be announced)  
NURSE WITH WOUND / IRR.APP.(EXT.) - A Topography of Lucid Confusion     do-CD    (United Dairies)  -  recyclings of NWW's performance recordings,  
                                           released before on two deleted CD-Rs on Errata In Excelsis, now with bonus    price t.b.a. 
NURSE WITH WOUND - She and Me fall together in free Death    do-CD    (United Dairies) -   this was the very NWW album that appeared in the States (2003),  
                                       finally re-issued     price t.b.a.  
BASS COMMUNION  - The Itself of Itself     CD    (Lumberton Trading Company) - the brandnew BC album!  € 14,00 
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